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Let G, denote the multiplicative semigroup of all monk polynomials in one 
indeterminate over a tinite field F, with q elements. By a direct fhctor of G, is 
understood a subset E, of G, such that, for some subset B, of G,, every polynomial 
w E G, has a unique factorization in the form w = h, hz for b, E E,. An asymptotic 
formula By(n)-c,q” as n-+ CC is derived for the total number B:(n) of 
polynomials of degree n in an arbitrary direct factor B, of G,/. c’, a constant 
depending on B,. (’ 1985 Academic Press. Inc. 
Let G, denote the multiplicative semigroup of all manic polynomials in a 
single indeterminate over a finite field F, with q elements. By a direct factor 
of G, will be understood a subset B, of G, such that, for some subset B2 of 
G,, every polynomial WE G, has a unique factorization in the form 
M:=h,bz for h,eBi. 
Simple examples of direct factors are given by 
(i) the set Gt of all kth powers of polynomials in G,, for a fixed 
positive integer k, 
(ii) the set G,(P) of all polynomials in G, whose irreducible factors 
all lie in a given set P of irreducible polynomials, and 
(iii) the set (1, U, u2,... } of all powers of a fixed polynomial U. 
Although these examples of factors are closed under multiplication, it 
may be noted that the complementary factors for (i) and (iii) are not 
usually closed in this way. 
In general, the structure of direct factors of G, does not seem to be well 
known. The purpose of this note is to investigate the total number B*(n) 
of polynomials of degree n in a given direct factor B. For B = G,, we have 
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B# (n) = q”, and in some special cases of the above types (i) to (iii ) It is 
relatively straightforward to show that 
B”(n)-cq” as n-+;c, 
i.e., that lim, _ m B#((n)q -’ = c, for some constant c depending on B. Our 
main purpose is to derive such a conclusion regardless of the structure of B. 
THEOREM 1. For any decomposition G, = B, x B, of G, into direct fac- 
tors B,, B,, 
B;P(n)--c,q” as n-*oo, 
where cl = (C,“=O B?(r) qer)--‘, and cl = 0 if the series diverges. 
This theorem may be regarded as a partial analogue for polynomials of a 
theorem (due to several authors) about natural numbers; cf. Daboussi [ 1 ]. 
It is also suggested by (although apparently not an immediate consequence 
of) the following considerations of summability: 
Given any subset B of G,, consider the special generating function 
F&t)= f P(r) ‘. 
r=O 
Then a direct decomposition G, = B, x B, leads to 
F,(x)F,(x)=F(x)=(l-x)-l (1) 
where Fj(x) and F(x) are the generating functions of Bi and G,, respec- 
tiveIy. Further 
( c BF(r)q-‘)( 1 Bf(rW’) 
r<n rsn 
<x,92n qer c By(s) B,#(t) = 1 G,X(r)q-‘= 2n + 1. 
s+t=r rq2n 
Thus 
frc Bf(r)q-‘<3 (1 BT(r)qer)-’ -+O as n-rco, 
r<n 
i.e., the sequence (Br (r)q --I ) has (C, 1 )-limit 0, if F2( 1) diverges. 
On the other hand, when F2( 1) converges, Eq. (1) implies that 
lim,,,(l -x) F,(x)=F,(l)-‘, i.e., that the sequence (Bf(r)q-‘) has 
Abel-limit ci = F2( 1) - ‘. By a standard Tauberian theorem (cf. Hardy [2, 
p. 155]), it then follows that the sequence is also (C, 1)-convergent to c, . 
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In order to sharpen the (C, 1 )-condition and derive Theorem 1, now con- 
sider a direct factor V, = G,(P,) of type (ii) earlier, where P, is a finite set 
of irreducible polynomials. Let V2 denote the complementary factor to V, , 
and let F&x) denote the generating function of B, = Bj n V,. 
LEMMA 1. Zffil = B,, x V, then 
B:(n)-C,q” as n-+m, 
where C, = F2,(1)-1. Hence 
m~nBf(m)-2,(l +q+ ... +q”) as n--b m. 
Proof If P, consists of one irreducible polynomial pl, then 
Vf(n)=Gq#(n)- #{ WEG,: p1 1 w, deg w=n} 
=q”-G,#(n-degp,)=q”(l -q-degpl). 
Now, if P, = { p1 ,..., pk}, induction on k shows that 
V,#(n)=A,q” for AI = i (1 -qmdegp’). 
i= 1 
It follows that 
&y(n)= i BE(r) V,“(n-r)=AlqR f B,#,(r)q-‘, 
r=O r=O 
giving lim, _ m fi,#(n)q-“=A,F,,(l). The further conclusion A,F,,(l)= 
F,,( 1)-i follows from the fact that the direct decomposition V, = B,, x BZ1 
implies that 
LEMMA 2. Zf fi, = B, 1 x V, again, then 
1 B:(m)< C &(m). 
ProoJ: Denote the characteristic function of a subset B of G, by err, and 
denote that of Vi above by ci. Letting bi run over elements of Bi, and w, u 
run over G,, the direct decompositions 
G,=V,xV2=BlrxB2,xVZ 
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lead to 
degh, <n degtqo i ?r 
because the fact (which follows from the cancellation law in GQ) that 
b,b,ue B, for at most one b2 E B, (when b,, v are given) implies that 
when b, , v are given. 
However, the direct decomposition B, = B,, x V2 implies that 
Thus 
At this stage, let Pi denote the set of all irreducible polynomials of degree 
at most N in G,. Then 
B;(r) = B;(r) for r6 N. 
If F,(l) diverges, it then follows that F*,( 1) diverges also and then 
Lemma 2 implies that 
lim (l+q+ ... +q’l)- ’ 1 BI#(m)=O. 
“-tT WI<” 
In order to derive Theorem 1, we shall also show that 
lim (1 +q+ ... +q”) -’ 1 B:(m)=<.,, 
n -+ IL m<n 
when Fz( 1) converges, after which the stated conclusion about B:(n) as 
n --f co will follow easily in both cases. 
Hence suppose that F,(l) converges. Then 
& B,#,(r)q or= c Bz#(r)qm’-+F,(l) as N-too. 
r<N 
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Thus F2,(1)-+F2(1) as N+ co, and Lemma2 leads to 
limsup(1 +q+ ... +qy 1 B1#(m)61;;(1)Y=L’* 
n-m m<n 
LEMMA 3. [f F?( 1) converges, then 
liminf(l +q+ *.. +q”)-’ c B,#(m)>c,. 
n’3c m<n 
Proof First observe that 
1 +q+ ... +q”= 1 Gf(r)= 1 B:(r) 1 g:(m) 
r<n en WIG,, r 
d c BY(m)+ f B?(r) c &w, 
m<n ,= I m4n r 
by Lemma 2. Hence 
(1 +q+ .‘. +qy 1 B,#(m)>,l-(l+q+ “. +q”) .‘C,, 
mLn 
where 
c,= c 4+(r) c &(m)- 1 &ho 
i- $ II m<n--r I?* < n 
In order to estimate x,, note that, if F > 0 and 
R(n)=$ 1 B:(m)-C,, 
m < n 
then Lemma 1 implies that IR(n)l <E for n 3 n, = no(c), say. Thus R(n) = 
0( 1 ), and (R(n - r)l <F for r 6 iz -n,. This implies that 
SE,= c Bf(r)q-‘{R(n-v)+f,j 
r s n -- “0 
+o( c 
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for n >n, =nl(&), say. It follows that 
4 ll+1 
(l+q+ ... +qn)-‘C,= 
q-1 
(q- I)(1 +q+ ..* +qnjyn+lzl 
-?,(r;,(l)- 1) as n-+co. 
Since 2, =F,,(l)-’ *F,(l)-‘=c, as N-i 00, we now get 
Iim~f(1 +q+ ... +qy 1 Bf(m) 
m<n 
>,lkiff(l -(I +q+ ... +qn)-‘C1)=cl. 
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